Choose from two Microsoft-paid* modern desktop assessments

A modern desktop is Windows 10 and Office 365 ProPlus kept up to date, giving you the most productive and secure computing experience, with the lowest total cost of ownership. Work with a partner to choose from two on-site interactive workshops to assess your IT readiness to deploy a modern desktop.

**Assessment type 1:**
Deployment compatibility analysis

Understand modern desktop readiness
- Product value and demos
- Deployment basics

Analyze your products’ lifecycle
- Understand end of support
- Evaluate how end of support impacts your organization

Assess application compatibility
- Application inventory and compatibility assessment of Windows 10 and Office 365 ProPlus

**Assessment type 2:**
Deployment upgrade readiness analysis

Understand modern desktop
- Product value and demos
- Understand end of support and how it may impact you

How to shift to modern desktop
- Deployment basics
- Detailed step-by-step guidance

Assess upgrade readiness
- Discovery workshop based on eight deep-dive segments, including app readiness, file migration, etc.

Sign up for an assessment at:
aka.ms/MDAcustomerform

Contact us at ftm365md@microsoft.com with questions about the program.

To qualify, you must have 1,000+ seats of Windows or Office 365 ProPlus with less than 25 percent deployed. Microsoft-paid* assessments are delivered by qualified partners.

*Microsoft pays its regional partners to perform a modern desktop assessment. Partners can help customers choose either a type 1 or type 2 assessment based on their current state of upgrade readiness.